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In Hamletmachine, a chorus of philosophers “[f]rom their gravestones (cathedrals) [. . . ] 

throw their books at Hamlet” (4). This business, linked in various ways to other stage images 

that augment and expand the central political and psychological action among Hamlet, The 

Actor-Hamlet, and Ophelia—including the appearance of “[t]hree naked women: Marx, Lenin, 

Mao,”(7) and the “[t]earing up of the photograph of the author”(6)—reminds of Derrida’s  

“revelatory catastrophe” (Derrida 10) in discovering a postcard depicting a seated Socrates 

writing as scribe to Plato, who stands behind him. And it foreshadows Ophelia’s final speech.

 For Derrida, this postcard stored in the Bodleian Library startlingly illustrated his long-held 

belief in the reversibility of writing and speech, and the “first catastrophe [which is] the ignoble 

archive which rots everything, the descent [descendance] into which everything tumbles” (24).  

“Plato wants to emit. Seed, artificially, technically. The devil of a Socrates holds the syringe. To 

sow the entire earth, to send the same fertile [post]card to everyone” (28). As Catherine 

Malabou glosses it, “just as the father precedes his son in time, de facto and de jure, so the 

voyage should precede, de facto and de jure, its own archivation, so the origin should precede 

its consequence [. . . ]” (189). But this postcard refutes that inevitability, this “relay race [. . .] 

history of philosophy” (Malabou 188).

 In Hamletmachine, the inevitable order of Father to Son is destabilized, gender is 

overturned, the character precedes the actor, the author is torn up by his own creation. And, in 

Ophelia’s chilling final speech, all that has come before is at once consequence of, and denied 

by “all the addressees who are found on the Western way” (Derrida 28). Rejecting the desire 

of Western philosophy to “seed the entire earth,” even as it simultaneously defines and binds 

her, reordering citation, and assuming gender power, she expel[s] all the semen which I have 

received” (8). Shifting point of view, the “I” of her final speech is at once Electra and Ophelia 

speaking in the first person. More important, the shift extends so that the narrating “I” slides 

“behind” the “she” of her murderous threat, the “she” whom the “I” should, in fact, “precede, de 



facto and de jure.”  Now, the “acting-object-she” precedes the “nominative-speaking-I.” Plato 

shifts behind Socrates. 

For Derrida, what is appealing about postcards is “that one does not know what is in front 

or what is in back, here or there, near or far, the Plato or the Socrates, recto or verso” (13). 

But this state of affairs that, for Derrida, is a description of the “mad reversibility that opens up 

thinking to its project” (Malabout 188) is altogether more political and apocalyptic for Müller. 

Hamletmachine conjures the consequence of a “mad reversibility” once revealed, once 

permitted. In the end, Ophelia not only “walks through your bedroom with butcher’s 

knives” (8), but through the archive of Western thought, slicing through “the paradigm of 

derivation (genealogy, order of sense)” that was anyway “ruined from the start” (Malabou 190). 

“For,” as Derrida warns, “the day there will be a reading of the Oxford card, the one and true 

reading, will be the end of history” (115). 
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